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Topological index calculation of DAEs in
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Caren Tischendorf  HumboldtUniversity of Berlin
Abstract  Electric circuits are present in a number of applications  eg in home
computers  television  credit cards  electric power networks  etc The development
of integrated circuit requires numerical simulation Modern modeling techniques
like the Modied Nodal Analysis MNA lead to dierential algebraic equations
DAEs Properties like the stability of solutions of such systems depend strongly
on the DAE index
The paper deals with lumped circuits containing voltage sources  current sources
as well as general nonlinear but timeinvariant capacitances  inductances and resis
tances We present networktopological criteria for the index of the DAEs obtained
by the classical and the charge oriented MNA Furthermore  the index is shown to
be limited to  for our modelclass
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  Basics of electric circuit analysis
Consider lumped electric circuits containing resistances  capacitances  inductances 
voltage sources and current sources For twoterminal oneport lumped elements 
the current through the element and the voltage across it are welldened quanti
ties For lumped elements with more than two terminals  the current entering any
terminal and the voltage across any pair of terminals are well dened at all times
cf  Hence  general timeinvariant nterminal resistances can be modeled by
an equation system of the form
i
k
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if i
k
represents the current entering terminal k and v
l
describes the voltage across
the pair of terminals fl  ng for k  l      n  In this case  we call the terminal n
 
the reference terminal For electrotechnical reasons  the current entering terminal
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Correspondingly  the capacitance matrix Cv
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 of a general nonlinear n
terminal capacitance is given by
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if the voltagecurrent relation is dened by means of charges by
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Inductances can be modeled by means of uxes by
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Then  the inductance matrix Li
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Assume all voltage and current sources to be independent sources for a while At
the end of the paper we will generalize the main results for some controlled sources
One of the most commonly used network analyses in circuit simulation is the Modi
ed Node Analysis MNA It represents a systematic treatment of general circuits
and is important when computers perform the analysis of networks automatically
The MNA uses as the vector of unknowns all node voltages and branche currents
of current controlled elements Performing the MNA means
 Write node equations by applying KCL Kirchhos Current Law to each
node except for the datum node
Aj  
 

The vector j represents the branch current vector The matrix A is called the
reduced incidence matrix and describes the network graph  the branche
node relations Moreover  it holds
a
ik






 if branch k leaves node i
  if branch k enters node i

 if branch k is not incident with node i
for the elements of A
 Replace the currents j
k
of voltage controlled elements by the voltagecurrent
relation of these elements in equation 
 Add the currentvoltage relations for all current controlled elements
Note  in case of multiterminal elements with n terminals we speak of branches if
they represent a pair of terminals fl  ng with   l  n
Split the incidence matrix A into the elementrelated incidence matrices A 
A
C
A
L
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describe the branchcurrent
relation for capacitive branches  inductive branches  resistant branches  branches
of voltage sources and branches of current sources  respectively Denote by j
L
and
j
V
the current vector of inductances and voltage sources Dening by i
s
and v
s
the vector of functions for current and voltage sources  respectively  we obtain the
following equation system by applying the MNA
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 DAE index of the network equations
The solution behaviour of DAEs depends stronlgy on the index of DAEs Gener
ally  numerical diculties increase with higher index see eg      Very
roughly speaking  if a network equation system contains algebraic equations  but
the solution does not depend on the derivatives of input functions  then we speak
of index systems If the solution depends on the rst derivative of input func
tions  but it does not depend on higher order derivatives  then we speak of index
systems An accurate and practical description of index is given by the tractability
concept see   which we use in this paper

Let us write the network equations 	 in MNA formulation as a quasilinear
DAE
Ax x bx  r 
The vector x contains the node potentials e excepting the datum node  the branch
currents j
L
of inductances and the branch currents j
V
of the voltage sources Then 
the matrix Ax reads
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Before we formulate criteria for the index of DAEs in circuit simulation  we want
to prove two basic lemmata
Lemma   If the capacitance and inductance matrices of all capacitances and
inductances are p o s i t i v e d e f i n i te then the following relations are satis ed
kerAx  kerA
T
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where n
L
and n
V
denote the number of inductance branches and voltage sources
respectively
Note  Lemma  implies that the nullspace kerAx as well as the image space
im Ax do not depend on x
Proof The matrices Ce and Lj
L
 are positive denite since all capacitances
and inductances have positive denite capacitance and inductance matrices  re
spectively Consider the nullspace of Ax Obviously 
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For the image space of Ax we obtain
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Applying again Lemma  we have
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Lemma   If M is a positive de nite mmmatrix and N is a rectangular matrix
of dimension k m then it holds that
kerNMN
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T
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T
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For the image space we know that im NMN
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For better reading  we call a loop cf  containing only capacitances and voltage
sources a CapVSRCloop Furthermore  we call a cutset cf  containing only
inductances and current sources an IndCSRCcutset

Theorem   Let the capacitance inductance and resistance matrices of all ca
pacitances inductances and resistances respectively be p o s i t i v e d e f i n i t e
If the network contains neither IndCSRCcutsets nor controlled CapVSRCloops
except for capacitanceonly loops then the MNA leads to an index DAE
Note  if the network contains a capacitanceonly loop  the M e s h A n a l y s i s
leads to an index higher than  since the current through a capacitanceonly loop
belongs to the vector of unknowns and represents an index variable In case
of the MNA  the current through a capacitanceonly loop does not belong to the
vector of unknowns
Proof We will show that the DAE  is indextractable  ie  that the matrix
A
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Since the network does not contain an IndCSRCcutset  we nd a tree see  of
the network containing only capacitive  resistive and VSRCbranches Hence  the
matrix A
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has full column rank and we may conclude
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ie  the matrix A
 
x is regular and the network equation system is of index 
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Theorem   If the network contains IndCSRCcutsets or CapVSRCloops ex
cept for capacitanceonly loops then the MNA leads to an index DAE
For a complete proof we refer to  Here  we describe the main ideas only
Choosing the same projectors as in the proof of Theorem   we construct a
nonzero vector belonging to the nullspace of A
 
x

 If the network contains an IndCSRCcutset  then this cutset divides the
nodes of the network into two groups  eg into N
 
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 If the network contains a CapVSRCloop excepting capacitanceonly
loops  then consider all voltage sources of this loop We dene a certain
direction for the CapVSRCloop Then  we divide the voltage sources of
the directed loop into two groups V
 
and V

in such a way that the kth
voltage source belongs to V
 
if and only if the current of the voltage source
has the same direction as the loop direction This implies that the kth
voltage source belongs to V

if and only if the direction of the current of
the voltage source and the direction of the loop are distinct Now  construct
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 for all voltage sources outside the loop
It is not dicult to verify that Q
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Note  the reduced incidence matrix A  A
C
A
L
A
R
A
V
A
I
 is of constant row
rank for lumped circuits cf  From an electrotechnical point of view  cutsets
of current sources are forbidden Hence  there is a tree that consists of capacitive
brances  inductive brances  resistive branches and branches of voltage sources only
This implies that the matrix A
C
A
L
A
R
A
V
 has full row rank Using this fact
and regarding that Ce  Lj and Ge are positive denite it takes some algebraic
transformations as in the proof of Theorem  to show that
N
 
x  S
 
x  f
g
Note  a similar result was presented in  for networks consisting of linear resis
tances  inductances and capacitances as well as constant sources  ideal transformers
and gyrators There  it was shown that the branch voltage  branch current equa
tion system has an index not greater than  Furthermore  in  it was already
proved that the T a b l e a u A n a l y s i s for networks containing linear capaci
tances  resistances and voltage sorces only provides a DAE index  if there is a
capacitanceVSRC loop in the circuit
Remarks
 Theorem  and Theorem 	 remain valid if the network contains addition
ally voltage controlled current sources and they are located in the network
in the following a way For each voltage controlled current source  there is a
capacitive way between the nodals belonging to the branch whose current is
controlled by the source This fact is important since many networks contain
transistor elements  which are often modeled by means of controlled current
sources For an example  we look at a MOSFET model cf 

1Source
Gate
Drain
Bulk
4
32
The current from node  to node  is controlled by the branch voltages v
GS
 
v
BS
and v
DS
 Obviously  there is a capacitive way from node  to node 
via node  Hence  Theorem  and Theorem 	 are satised for networks
containing such MOSFET models
 For networks containing any kind of controlled sources  the index can be
greater than  A simple example of this is a varactor For a detailed
description of higher index cases see 	
Finally  look briey at systems obtained by charge oriented MNA
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In comparison with the charge oriented MNA  the vector of unknowns additionally
consists of the charge of capacitances and of the ux of inductances Moreover 
the original voltagecharge and currentux equations are added to the system
Theorem   The index of system 	 coincides with the index of the clas
sical MNA system 
 for the lower index case  
Note  im A
C
 im A
C
q

A
T
C
eA
T
C
as well as kerA
T
C
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C
q

A
T
C
eA
T
C
hold true
and 

is regular Then  following the proof of Theorem  and  in 
 we
obtain the correctness of Theorem 
Remark Theorem  implies that Theorem  and Theorem 	 are also valid
for DAE systems of the form  obtained by charge oriented MNA
 	
 Summary
Firstly  we have performed an analysis of networks containing general nonlinear
but timeindependent capacitances  inductances and resistances as well as inde
pendent current sources and independent voltage sources Then  the MNA for
such networks has been shown to lead to a DAEindex  if and only if the net
work contains IndCSRCcutsets or CapVSRCloops except for capacitanceonly
loops Additionally  the DAEindex for these equation systems has been proved
to be not greater than  Finally  the results remain valid if the networks addition
ally contain voltage controlled current sources  which are located in the network
in such a way that we nd a capacitive way between the nodals belonging to the
branch the current of which is controlled by the source
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